
EDITOR’S
NOTE: 

The following is
an excerpt from the

new book P-51B
Mustang and the

book may be ordered
from an advertise-
ment elsewhere in 

this issue.

The testing of XP-51B No. 1 restarted after the changes to the orientation of the Harrison radia-
tor and the introduction of the Keg Liner to protect the inner cooling tubes from chemical
reactions. The first of these tests, between 8 and 14 January, revealed that temperature issues
had been eliminated, but a new phenomenon that test pilot Bob Chilton labeled “rumble”

emerged in high-speed dives. Experiments had been carried out at NAA to vary the scoop inlet and
exit areas in line with information from the British tests at Hucknall and Boscombe Down on the
Mustang X configurations. However, the differences in location of the aftercooler radiator beneath
the Mustang X engine, in contrast to NAA’s continued housing of the radiator, intercooler, and oil
cooler in the same location under the wing, reduced the value of those information exchanges.

The new Harrison radiator was originally installed on its side to fit better into the original space
permitted by the P-51-NA airframe before the wing was lowered for the production P-51B. Prior to the
first flight of XP-51B No. 1, multiple changes had also been made to the inlet scoop geometry, includ-
ing lowering the upper lip to create a slightly larger gutter than that in the P-51A’s scoop geometry
— a modification created by North American’s Ed Horkey to Irving Ashkenas. Additionally, the 
A-36/P-51A’s scoop upper lip, conformal to the lower surface of the wing and including provision
for the wing attachment bolt fairing, had been changed to a shallow “V.” Significant tests were
made with the quarter-scale model in the NAA wind tunnel, including pressure and flow mea-

surements. No vibration or excessive noise had been discovered until the Harrison radiator
was reoriented to place the aftercooler matrix on top and the engine coolant

radiator below the aftercooler to conserve space.
NAA test pilot Bob Chilton flew this modified XP-51B 

41-37352 from 9 to 14 January, following detailed flight plans to
explore coolant temperatures and internal duct/plenum pressures
for climb in both low and high blower. In the interest of under-

standing differences in behavior between the Packard
Merlin V-1650-3 and the V-1650-1 single-speed/two-
speed engine, Chilton also flew the V-1650-1 powered
Curtiss P-40F on the 29th.

The coolant heating issues for the aftercooler and radiator were
solved, but suspicions regarding the “rumble” led to speculation that
the forceful and episodic noises emanating from the radiator location
might be due to boundary-layer separation of the in-flow
from the lower surface of the front cowl and
wing into the intake plenum.

The inflow plenum — top
and bottom — was redesigned

and improved to reduce boundary-
layer separation, but was never entirely satisfactory in wartime Mustangs.

On 1 February, the P-51A was ready to fly, but two extra days were spent fully testing instrumenta-
tion so as to ensure the best possible collection of flight test data.

P-51A-1-NA No. 1 43-6003 was flown for the first time on 3 February. On 2 February, Lappin was notified from the Rolls-
Royce facility at Hucknall that the fourth Mustang X conversion, RAF serial AL963, had been modified with a dorsal fin fillet
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One of the main reasons the Axis had no hope of defeating the USA was the constant stream of P-51Bs and later version
Merlin-powered Mustangs leaving factories in California and Texas., These P-51Bs were being prepared for final test flights at

Inglewood before being turned over to the USAAF.


